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for people –
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we make
them great?
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Cities are for people. And based on all the evidence, Australians love
their cities.
Australia is one of the most urbanised countries in the world, with around
90 per cent of us living in urban environments.
We are also growing fast. Over the next 30 years our population is expected
to grow to 36 million people, up from 25 million now. Three-quarters of this
growth will happen in just our four largest cities.
Our cities are not just growing, they are also changing in fundamental ways.
Australia’s economic prosperity is increasingly being created in our cities as
jobs and businesses cluster together and our economy urbanises.
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This means some big transitions are underway – transitions which will be
fundamental to Australia’s future in almost every way.
Understandably, the pace and scale of this change can be confronting for
some people. It is also a big test for our policy makers, because (as this
report argues) Australia’s policy toolkit is not sufficiently developed to
successfully manage this new reality for our cities.
Australia is not alone in facing these challenges. Other cities elsewhere
in the world are adopting strategies to be successful in this new
metropolitan century.
So, what are the forces of change that are shaping our cities? What can
Australia learn from the rest of the world? And – most importantly – what do
we need to do to create great Australian cities for the future?
This project is designed to answer these questions.
This is a summary report of four comprehensive papers prepared for the
Property Council of Australia by Professor Greg Clark, Dr Tim Moonen
and their colleagues at The Business of Cities Ltd. Greg has worked
with cities all around the world and has drawn upon an immense
knowledge base for this project. The full reports can be found at
propertycouncil.com.au/greatcities.
The work was also informed by discussions and interviews with more than
100 policy makers, thinkers and business people across various Australian
cities, and I thank them for their valuable contributions. Thank you also to
Urbis for its vital support in bringing this work to a wider audience.
The Property Council has commissioned this project to stimulate debate
about the future of our cities, to improve public understanding of the issues
at stake, and to help governments make good decisions for the future.
Getting this right must be a national priority. Creating great Australian cities
is vital for all of us.
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++ Chairman, Jones Lang LaSalle Cities
Research Centre
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(Chairman of Investment Committee)
++ Chairman, The Business of Cities Ltd.
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A note from national launch partner
We live in exciting times. The metropolitan age has arrived
with cities becoming the place where the vast majority of
the world’s population come to live, work and play. With that
comes complexity and significant opportunities for Australian
cities to preserve our famed liveability and to secure our future
on a global stage.

At Urbis, our goal is to shape cities and communities for a
better future. To do so effectively we draw on a network of
the brightest minds. Thus, we fervently partnered with the
Property Council of Australia, and highly respected cities
expert Greg Clark, to form a stronger and clearer vision for the
future of Australia’s cities.
The resulting report is an informed, measured and evidencebased toolkit designed to incite meaningful dialogue
among our communities, key decision makers and industry –
ultimately to create great Australian cities.

Tim Blythe
Managing Partner
Urbis
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This report examines what is required to create great
Australian cities. It provides an ‘outside in’ perspective
based on our analysis of city megatrends, new
research into global benchmarks, international case
studies and the distinctive underlying issues present in
Australian cities.
Our work finds that – while Australian cities have many
strengths and are highly regarded internationally – they
are not well equipped to face the remainder of this
‘metropolitan century’. Australian cities continue to attract
population growth that surpasses the capacity of their
infrastructure systems, housing supply and metropolitan
governance. They have been less well serviced by high
capacity infrastructure, less coordinated and less wellmanaged than others around the world.
In previous decades these deficits were less costly due
to Australia’s cities’ exceptional natural environment,
few growth constraints, successive cycles of economic
growth, and a compelling set of national and city brands
geared around lifestyle and opportunity.
The inherited success model of Australian cities will no
longer work for the future and must change. Australia
cannot afford for its cities to be stuck in a low-planning,
low-coordination, low-investment, low-return equilibrium.
Australia needs to pursue a high amenity, multi-polar
model that hosts high value jobs and businesses. For this,
they will need a refreshed policy toolkit. This study sets
out both the foundations for creating great Australian
cities and a set of recommendations to strengthen the
Australian policy toolkit.
This study consists of four papers and this summary
report overviews the key findings and conclusions of each.
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Paper one identifies the megatrends shaping Australian
cities and a set of potential disruptors that could create
discontinuous change. These megatrends (set out
below) will shape the evolution of Australia’s cities for
decades to come.

Urbanisation and
metropolitan
growth

Re-urbanisation of
jobs and capital

Aging
population

Economic transition
and the rise of the
innovation economy

Exponential
technology change

The rise
of Asia

Globalisation of trade,
supply and value
chains

Resource scarcity and
energy convergence

Intensifying
climate change

Rising infrastructure
and governance gaps

In this paper we compare how other nations around the
world are facing up to these challenges and identify
several uniquely Australian attributes which are vital to
the future evolution of Australia’s cities.
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Paper two provides a unique analysis of how Australia’s
big five cities (Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and
Adelaide) perform against the rest of the world. To do this
we analysed some 300 existing city benchmarking studies
and undertook a detailed assessment of Australia’s big
five cities with five other groups of cities, all of which are
experiencing some similar changes.
These benchmark groups of cities were:

++ C
 anada’s largest cities – Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver,
Calgary and Edmonton
++ S
 candinavia’s largest cities – Stockholm, Helsinki,
Copenhagen, Oslo and Gothenburg
++ G
 ermany’s largest cities – Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Frankfurt
and Stuttgart
++ S
 outhwest USA’s leading cities – Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Phoenix, San Diego and Las Vegas

03

Paper three presents 12 international case studies with
important lessons for Australian cities. These fall into
four categories:

++ H
 igh population growth cities, such as Calgary, Fukuoka
and Stockholm, that have adopted new growth management
systems, transport, housing and land uses
++ R
 egions, states and provinces that are shifting towards
strategic growth management, such as Greater Toronto and
the Penang region
++ N
 ational initiatives, including those found in the United
States, the United Kingdom and China, that are influencing
growing metros
++ P
 rivate and civic leadership examples, including New York's
Regional Planning Association, Crossrail in London, Miami's
economic diversification strategy and business improvement
districts found around the world.

++ F
 ive cities that comprise ‘smart Asia’ – Singapore, Hong Kong,
Taipei, Kuala Lumpur and Fukuoka.

 his original analysis reveals several conclusions. Compared
T
to their international peers, Australian cities are:
++ n
 ot yet equipped with the governing institutions at the
metropolitan scale to manage growth
++ a
 re behind in terms of affordability, land use efficiency, urban
amenities, transport congestion, long journey distances,
digital connectivity, high-level talent and innovation systems
++ h
 ave fragmented local governments and relatively limited
institutional capacity or tools for metropolitan development
++ a
 re caught in a clash between a low public-investment model
of urbanisation and a new alternative model of high vibrancy
and high amenity cities
++ increasingly likely to be exposed to international scrutiny with
consequences for investment, tourism, talent retention and
wider appeal.

Paper two’s conclusion is clear. The success model of the
past is increasingly unlikely to work for the future. Australia’s
cities policy toolbox is underdeveloped.

Australian cities
continue to attract
population growth
that surpasses the
capacity of their
infrastructure systems
8
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04
Finally, in paper four, we bring the
preceding analysis together into a
set of design features for creating
great Australian cities – both now
and into the future – and a set of
recommendations to expand the
Australian city toolkit.
Our study proposes the key design
features that Australia’s cities will
need in order to manage the urban
growth cycle and become great
Australian cities.

We find there is a clear burning platform for action. The reasons to pursue
profound changes are clear:
04 Australian cities need to host
economies that retain top talent

01 Australia is accidentally pursuing
a low amenity and low
liveability model
02 Australia’s metropolitan areas are
not yet well-run and are vulnerable
to shocks
03 The housing affordability crisis is
corrupting the Australian dream

05  Dependency ratios are rising
in Australia
06 International customers are
becoming competitive
07 The next commodities cycle
may be a myth.

What’s needed for Australian cities

From this, we set out two
sets of recommendations:
the first are to deepen
and expand promising
developments and
initiatives in Australia
in order that they fulfil
their potential over
the longer term. The
second are to foster new
tools and innovations,
based on international
practices, that have not
yet been developed in
Australian cities.

‘Whole city’
governance,
leadership, vision
and storytelling

Strategic planning
that integrates
all priorities and
departments

Long-lasting
agreements, deals
and partnerships
between
different levels of
government

Civic leadership
that is proactive
and thinks
ahead, citizen
engagement,
and more
experimentation

Mechanisms
A consistently
high rate of
Infrastructure
investment
and ongioing
innovation
to finance
infrastructure

Use of public
land, anchors and
assets to achieve
strategic goals

Planning systems
that are more
adaptive and data
led in order to
optimise impact
of infrastructure
investment

A high quality of
placemaking, place
management and
tactical urbanism

Meeting the
demands of the
metropolitan century
requires a reset
10
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01 B
 uild the evidence base and
make a business case for cities
and infrastructure
02 Make City Deals permanent
03 P
 rovide metropolitan leadership,
governance and planning tools
04 Create integrated
transport authorities
05 Strike infrastructure and
growth compacts
06 Establish precinct partnerships
and management

Foundations
A national
framework that
actively shapes
urbanisation to
achieve long-term
national goals

Build momentum to expand
and deepen promising current
developments

Masterplanning
and pooled public
budgets for whole
neighbourhoods
and areas

The task is clear. Australian cities must
shift towards high amenity, medium
density, multi-polar metropolitan
living supported by great public
transport. All the great cities of the
21st century have been through some
common version of this trek. The cities
we celebrate today – Singapore,
Hong Kong, Seoul, Tokyo, New York,
London and Paris – have all trodden
the same basic path of high-capacity
public transport with high quality,
medium density living.

Meeting the demands of the
metropolitan century requires a reset,
and a new bi-partisan approach
to cities that understands them as
long term national assets worthy of
visionary thinking and permanent
partnership agreements, rather than
as sites for political contest and the
sport of blame and recrimination.
Addressing the growth pains
of Australian cities is not just an
agenda for politicians, urbanists,
metropolitan elites or city planners.
This is a national project that touches
every aspect of Australian public
life and demands the support of
every Australian.

Foster new innovations
and tools
01 Bring together local
government combinations
02 Undertake reforms in the
housing market
03 Enhance infrastructure funding
and finance
04 Drive the metropolitan and
innovation economy
05 Foster compelling public
leadership, wider civic
engagement and a proactive
business community
06 Connect Australia’s powerhouses

As Australian cities reset their models
to take their place among the great
cities of the world, this leadership
should come from several sources.
++ Governments must invest and create
capable institutions.
++ Civil society should engage to make
cities work for all people, especially those
who want to be in Australian cities in the
future.
++ Business must show leadership and
innovate to create places that can host
advanced industries and well-paying jobs
that provide the platform for the next
cycles of prosperity.

With these core requirements in
place, Australian cities can evolve
into high amenity, multi-centre
metropolises that host high value jobs
and businesses and are supported
by systems that generate ongoing
reinvestment.
This is the pathway to creating great
Australian cities.

Creating Great Australian Cities
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FIGURE 1 The top 300 metropolitan areas in 2018
Source: JLL (2018)

PAPER ONE:

City megatrends and disruptors
Meeting the demands
of the metropolitan age

The metropolitan century
The 21st century is a metropolitan century. The rate of
urbanisation has surged across the 50 per cent barrier
and is now the dominant way of human life. Cities are
where more people than ever pursue their dreams,
build their careers, bring up families, connect with
others, and enjoy art, culture and leisure.
As more cities grow, develop and compete, we
are seeing the rise of different ‘types’ of cities and
different ‘pathways’ through which cities, and the
people who comprise them, succeed.
The twin drivers of globalisation and urbanisation,
which have accelerated since the 1980s, now mean
that the global future is about metropolitan areas. We
are already a fifth of the way into this ‘metropolitan
century’. By the end of the century, urbanisation will
be 85 per cent of the global population. Humankind is
on a great trek to the cities. Over the coming decades,
and especially in the next 20 years, a new global
urban system is being set in train.

The emerging global system of cities and metropolitan areas
is one of rapid change and huge promise. It is also one of risk,
as those who lead and manage cities look to avoid becoming
locked into old models of growth that are unproductive,
unsustainable or unequal. Population growth and
concentration are hallmarks of this metropolitan century,
but they come with critical risks, choices and challenges.1
Urbanisation offers the promise of social mobility, resource
efficiency and more dynamic economies, but such dividends
are only realised if urbanisation is well managed and serviced.
Bad urbanisation is also occurring in many countries.

The rising importance of metropolitan areas is not yet fully
matched by public policies and governance reforms to serve
them. As we shall see, metropolitan institutions and leadership
have been slow to emerge in Australia and are now behind
the curve. We are now experiencing the consequences of
failures in previous cycles to prepare for this growth, not just
in Australia, but worldwide. The result is more places that are
under-invested, under-powered, and in turn more congested,
unequal and uncompetitive.4 Surveys of city leaders around
the world confirm this, as their three most commonly cited
challenges are:5

The pace of urban growth means that most places we think
of as cities now function at a metropolitan scale. As their
physical footprints continue to expand,2 most cities span
tens (sometimes hundreds) of local governments and other
territories. At the same time these places have become
integrated labour markets and single communities of common
assets and shared interests.3 How cities in the metropolitan
age acquire the leadership, tools, strategies and governance
to manage their growth in the right way is one of the great
questions of our time.

++ Transport – addressing congestion, mobility and public transport

1. Jadwab, R. Christiaensen L. & Gindelsky, M., ‘Demography, Urbanisation and Development: Rural Push, Urban Pull and…Urban Push?’ (2015).Policy Research Working Paper
7333 World Bank Africa: Washington D.C.; Roberts, BH. Managing Systems of Secondary Cities, (2014). Cities Alliance: Brussels.
2. Roberts, BH, Managing Systems of Secondary Cities (2014). Cities Alliance: Brussels.
3. Clos, J. ‘Towards a new urban agenda’, (2014). Burdett, Rode, Shankar & Vahidy (eds), Governing Urban Futures. Urban Age: London.
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++ Investment – funding and financing infrastructure and obtaining
more fiscal powers and tools
++ Jobs – job creation, productivity and youth unemployment.

Many countries are now grappling with the question of how
their cities should be serviced, planned, led, organised and
integrated in the future. This is because the metropolitan
age holds great promise for countries that get it right, and
untold risks for those that get it wrong.

Megatrends
The world in 2050 will look very different to the world
in 2018.
World-changing trends are faced by all global cities
as they look to grow successfully in the 21st century.
The scale of these trends, and the adjustments and
reforms others are enacting in response, establish key
imperatives for Australia’s cities to be competitive and
successful places in the decades to come.
Many organisations, companies and governments
have engaged in detailed foresight projects in the
last 12-24 months to try and make sense of the scale,
complexity and volatility that the future will bring.6
From these projects, 10 megatrends stand out for
their impact on the development of cities, and for
their influence on the trajectory and challenges
of Australia’s big cities. These are set out in the
following pages.

4. U
 N-Habitat, UCLG, LSE Cities, ‘The Urban Governance Survey’ (2014). <https://lsecities.net/media/objects/events/the-urban-governance-survey-by-un-habitat-uclg-and-lse-cities>,
accessed online 26 April 2018.
5. L SE Cities, UN Habitat, United Cities and Local Governments and the Macarthur Foundation (2016). ‘How Cities are Governed’. <https://urbangovernance.net/en/>, accessed
online 8 May 2018.
6. These include CSIRO, PwC, Siemens, WEF, Credit Suisse, Arup, AECOM, URBIS, JLL and United Nations.
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Megatrends: Primary drivers
Urbanisation and
metropolitan
growth
More people will
live in cities, many
more cities will
compete globally,
and metropolitan
markets will be
the engines of the
national economy.

Megatrends: Secondary drivers

Aging
population

Exponential
technology change

A larger share of
older people will
transform the labour
market, transport
and housing
demands, and place
pressures on health
and social care.

Acceleration
of technology
will transform
established
industries, disrupt
business models and
social behaviour,
and force a pivot
towards innovation.

Globalisation of
trade, supply and
value chains
Trade in services
and information will
multiply, production
will create fewer
jobs, competition
on trade speed and
efficiency will grow.

Intensifying
climate change

Re-urbanisation of
jobs and capital

Economic transition
and the rise of the
innovation economy

Extreme weather
will be more
common, gaps in
climate change
response will
become more
visible, more finance
will flow to low
carbon projects.

Businesses and
investors will
concentrate more on
city opportunities.
Private sector will
become actively
involved in leading
and developing
cities.

Primary, industrial
and corporate
economies will
create a smaller
share of jobs,
the ability to
foster and host
innovation will drive
competitiveness.

For Australian cities this means:
++ Urgently updating
infrastructure
and institutional
frameworks to reflect
urban growth.
++ More policy and
tactical interventions
to ‘get cities right’.
++ National policies to
shape and manage
the process of
urbanisation will
become more, not
less, important.

++ Ensuring older
populations have
access to transport
modes that meet
their needs and
avoid the risks of
declining services
as suburbanisation
intensifies.
++ Rising demand for a
much greater range
of housing choice
and types to reflect
different life stages
and preferences.
++ Fostering
intergenerational
awareness,
understanding and
compromise, as gaps
in wealth, assets and
geography grow along
generational lines.
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The rise
of Asia
Huge expansion
of middle class
consumers and
talent will create
more demand for
education, services
and products, and
more potential
competition.

Resource scarcity
and energy
convergence

Rising infrastructure
and governance
gaps

Potential for
decentralised
energy systems,
diversified energy
mix, greater
pressure to achieve
efficiency, density
and resilience.

Growing recognition
of inadequate
systems of
governance,
planning, regulation
and infrastructure,
and need for new
tools fit for purpose.

++ Rising demand for
more transparency,
innovation and risk
management from
consumers when it
comes to energy and
resource choices.

++ Address deficits
through innovation,
including new
strategic planning
tools, greater
transparency and
decision-making
processes, better
demand management,
alternative solutions
to grant funding such
as user charges and
value capture.

For Australian cities this means:
++ Future
competitiveness
will depend more
on the flexibility
of business and
regulatory frameworks
to embrace
transformational
business models
and disruptive
technologies, as other
nations and regions
achieve ‘leapfrog’
development.
++ Co-ordinated
planning and more
integrated systems
management to
manage the uncertain
effects of autonomous
vehicles and new
energy sources.
++ Shifting to a
knowledge-rich
and innovation-led
economy as benefits
accrue to first-movers
and ideas-generators,
rather than reactors
and slow adopters.

++ Prioritising
connections with
global channels
of trade to
increase cities’
competitiveness,
requiring investments
in key connective
infrastructure.
++ Competing on speed,
skills and innovation
instead of cost.
++ Over time, pressure
to compete on quality
will be felt more in
Australian cities’
services base as trade
liberalisation unfolds
and other emerging
cities invest in human
capital and shift up
the value chain.

++ Much higher risks
of extreme weather
and climate-related
emergencies, greater
costs associated
with managing risks
in dispersed cities,
and reputational
risks for not taking a
leadership role in the
agenda.
++ More systematic
approaches to
resilience, involving
more coordination
with system owners
and players in public,
private and civic
sectors.
++ Demand for carbon
neutral buildings
and the drive for
investment in
renewable energies.

++ Substantial returns
to cities that possess
scale, liquidity, critical
mass and good
growth management.
++ Competitive
advantage through
concentrated
economic activity
in key metropolitan
locations and efficient
connection of people.
Meanwhile dispersed
or fragmented growth
will have long-run
competitive costs.
++ Understanding and
monitoring demandside opportunities
will grow, particularly
in placemaking,
connectivity
and innovation
requirements of
business. This will
require a wider base
of business and civic
leadership.

++ Real estate must
adjust to the building
and place needs of the
innovation economy.
++ Increasing political
pressure to create
more secure job
opportunities
for lower skilled
workforce.
++ New economic
models will require
public sector
collaboration with
businesses and
innovators.

++ Much greater demand
for education,
healthcare and
entertainment
services, and credit
and financial services,
as well as high quality
products.
++ Diversification of Asian
cities that become
sources of trade but
also, in some sectors,
competition.
++ Opportunities for
smaller cities such as
Newcastle and Gold
Coast to succeed
in their existing
specialisms, whether
agricultural, mining,
education or tourism,
enabling Australia’s
biggest cities to build
even more productive
complementarities
with surrounding
cities.

++ Opportunities to
effectively build
and organise the
relationship with their
hinterlands, including
around agriculture
and the circular
economy.
++ More sophisticated
regulation, incentives
and disincentives
to direct behaviour
change.

++ Improving the city
toolbox to ensure
better borrowing
capacity, cost
recovery, recycling
of capital, pooled
resources and an
environment that is
investment ready.
++ Greater international
knowledge sharing
and piloting of
solutions to address
infrastructure and
governance gaps.
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Six potential disruptors
could transform the
scenarios for cities over
the next 30-40 years

Disruptors
Megatrends do not operate in isolation. A series of current
disruptors, distinct from these trends, have the capacity to
accelerate change or to ‘tip’ the way the megatrends play out
and how nations, regions and cities respond. These disruptors
create uncertainty.

An age of extremes: Economic,
social, political and cultural
polarisation
++ In-country inequality rises further
and social mobility declines.
++ G
 rowing political divides
between educated ‘anywheres’
and rooted ‘somewheres’.
++ G
 rowing urban/rural imbalances,
driven in part by agglomeration
processes and by perceived
favouritism towards big cities.

The global forecasting highlights six potential disruptors that
could transform the scenarios for cities over the next 30-40
years. None of these disruptors, even in combination, indicate
that a cycle of large-scale de-urbanisation might take place
in the foreseeable future. Indeed, the opposite is almost
certainly the case.

Uncertainty:
Geopolitical instability

Revolt or renewal:
Planetary pushback

The Silk Roads take off:
A new geo-spatial narrative

++ D
 eteriorating global cooperation
and collective security means
cities must adjust to a
multipolar era.

++ S
 piralling climate, pollution and
health threats result in much more
frequent extreme weather.

++ T
 he Belt and Road Project sees
China become increasingly
influential in shaping the Asia-Pacific,
Eurasian and global economy.

++ A
 s China takes a new leadership
role, adversarial geopolitics
may determine who controls
infrastructure, supply chains and
access to markets.
++ G
 eopolitical transition may create
spikes of tension and periodically
damage the confidence of
private investors.

++ Governments, companies
and societies will be forced
to create more capacity to
combat challenges, but stronger
planetary pushback may
exacerbate existing concerns and
create new ones.
++ M
 ore cities become exposed
by failures to integrate climate
change with public health,
co-ordinate among local
governments, and support the
most vulnerable groups.

What it might mean for Australian cities:
++ P
 olitical volatility and urgent
need to insulate long-term
infrastructure investment decisions
from politicisation.
++ M
 ore political pressure on future
federal governments to reduce levels
of migration, which could check
economic growth and undermine
Australia’s big cities’ skills base and
competitiveness.
++ P
 ublic demand to limit international
aid to trade and security imperatives,
which may alter trade and
investment relationships.

++ M
 ore volatile regional and global
trading conditions.
++ L ower terms of trade that demand
reforms to boost productivity and
competitiveness.
++ Whole-of-government processes
will be needed to align trade
and geopolitical strategies with
economic, social and urban agendas.
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++ C
 hinese state and private investment
becomes more influential on real
estate, infrastructure and business
investment processes in large and
medium-sized cities.

Smarten up: Game-changing
system technologies

++ D
 ramatic improvements in
technology and communications,
and rapid evolution of the
innovation economy, could mean
more opportunities to work from
anywhere.

++ S
 mart city tech may be on the rise
as more objects become connected
through the Internet of Things, as
sensors become ubiquitous, and as
the ability to analyse and harness
data improves.

++ M
 ore people will use technology to
work across political boundaries and
time zones. There will be more longdistance travel between cities, and
more career moves between cities.

++ M
 ore cities make good on the
promise to smarten transport,
infrastructure, emissions, security
and citizen participation. Being
smart may become a bigger driver
to how cities compete, attract
investment and reduce costs.8

++ T
 alent must remain productive
and digitally connected while on
the move with rapid commuter
rail services and more flexible and
frequent transport 24 hours and
citywide.

++ G
 ame-changing technologies come
to depend on integrated systems,
workable partnerships among
local governments, co-financing
mechanisms, and the ability to
engage citizens effectively.9

What it might mean for Australian cities:
++ N
 ew weather patterns and extreme
events incur immediate costs and
long-term effects on productivity,
tourism and reputation associated
with damaged natural assets.7
++ R
 educed investor appeal if resilience
against unexpected events is not
improved.
++ S
 pikes of migration from other
climate-affected regions.

7. King, A.D., Karoly D.J., & Henley, B.J., ‘Australian climate extremes at 1.5 °C and 2 °C of global warming’ (2017). Climate Change volume 7, pages 412–416.; and Australian Government
Department of the Environment and Energy, Climate change impacts in Australia, <http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/climate-science-data/climate-science/impacts>,
accessed online 26 April 2018.
8. Talwar, R., Wells, S. and Whittington, A., ‘The future of cities – will they be smart, human and sustainable?’ (2017). Digital by Default News <http://www.digitalbydefaultnews.
co.uk/2017/09/25/the-future-of-cities-will-they-be-smart-human-and-sustainable/>, accessed online 26 April 2018.
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++ S
 uccess accrues to countries and
cities that develop highly efficient
logistics systems to plug in to new
transnational corridors.

JobTech: Revolutionised
working habits

++ O
 pportunities to provide political,
technical and intellectual support
and to serve the growth fostered by
the Silk Roads.
++ T
 he rise of major corridor
development and joint venture
opportunities to connect capital and
regional cities.

++ M
 ore businesses reduce fixed office
costs and demand flexibility in the
way premises are managed, and
assess locations based on appeal of
the whole neighbourhood or city.
++ A
 rise of unemployment, precarious
work, and less ability for workers to
put down long-term roots in one city
or one location.10
++ T
 he regulatory and policy mix,
and the tactics to support workers
through investments in skills and
innovations in welfare, may become
more visible differentiators between
cities internationally.

++ Investment in technology skills and
capacity building within city and
local governments to make the most
of the smart city opportunity, as
well as new agencies and avenues
to optimise existing city assets and
budgets to finance smart projects.
++ S
 mart city policies have to be
carefully embedded within existing
statutory frameworks to make them
implementable.
++ B
 etter collaborative approaches
between governments, citizens
and businesses, especially around
the formation of standards
and protocols.

9. Catapult Future Cities, ‘Smart City Strategies: A Global Review 2017’, <http://futurecities.catapult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/GRSCS-Final-Report.pdf>,
accessed online 26 April 2018.
10. World Employment Confederation, The Future of Work: White paper from the employment industry, September 2016, <http://www.wecglobal.org/fileadmin/templates/ciett/docs/WEC___
The_Future_of_Work_-_What_role_for_the_employment_industry.pdf> accessed 26 April 2018.
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How other nations are responding

The unique Australian situation

Cities can only respond to, and manage the complexity of,
the metropolitan age if they have the right tools to do so.

Many dimensions to the current context for Australia hold
exceptional promise. However, there are also risks of missed
opportunities and of growth models being locked in that
increasingly erode Australia’s advantages.

Around the world nation-states are in a cycle of reform and
re-adjustment to support the growth needs of their cities in
response to these megatrends and disruptors.11 Many nations,
including those in East Asia, Scandinavia, North America and
Europe, are adapting their approach to cities in at least three
core ways:
++ N
 ew frameworks for cities – including new national urban
policies that positively recognise cities as the engines of growth,
identify the different complementarities of different cities,
relocate key functions to support specific needs of cities, and
fine-tune the business and investment environment to support
urban sectors.
++ Institutional innovation – in the form of new national or
metropolitan-wide agencies focused on long-term delivery,
incentives for local government collaboration, systems to reduce
silos at the top level of government, and more powers for city and
regional leaders to drive growth management.
++ E
 nhanced public investment and co-investment – to boldly
catch up with infrastructure deficits, make projects much more
bankable, manage assets more effectively, and to finance a wider
range of large and experimental projects.

Australia is a country that stands out in a global context in at
least three ways:
++ It has a very strong national identity and powerful national
brand that pivots around the country’s lifestyle and
iconic tourism destinations, rather than its innovation or
enterprise opportunities.
++ A
 bundant availability of land combined with a new level of
affluence from economic success has contributed to very lowdensity cities, a sprawl model of high car and road dependence,
a cultural preference for single family owner-occupation housing
on large plots of land, and embedded cultural resistance
among many citizens to urban restructuring and intensification.
There is some evidence that new migrants, younger welltravelled Australians, and some Australians enjoying longer life
expectancies are developing preferences towards city centre,
‘urban village’ and higher density living.12
++ A
 ustralia’s strategic location in Asia-Pacific and historic ties with
other countries are driving a broad internationalisation of its
economy and population. On the one hand its ‘pivot to Asia’
is very visible in terms of higher education, medicine, tourism
and real estate investment. On the other, its strong cultural
ties to Europe, North America and the Middle East is a major
driver of immigration, talent and business links. This adds up to
a country that is becoming very actively and widely engaged
in globalisation.

For much of the last century Australian cities were less
planned, co-ordinated and well managed than others around
the world. In previous decades these deficits were less
visible, partly because of Australia’s cities’ exceptional natural
environments with few growth constraints, successive cycles
of economic growth, and a compelling set of national and city
brands geared around lifestyle and opportunity.
Over the coming decades, however, Australia can no
longer afford its cities to be stuck in a low-planning, lowcoordination, low-investment, low-return equilibrium.
It is clear that Australia needs new urban forms and
metropolitan infrastructure if urbanisation is to work. Its
big cities, especially, need better governance and new tools
if population growth is to be well-managed and economic
transition is to be effectively encouraged. This scenario is
common globally, but Australian cities and metropolitan areas
are further behind on the capable institutions and investment
tools than their peers.

11. Clark, G. & Moonen, T. (2016). World Cities and Nation States. London: Wiley.
12. Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4102.0 - Australian Social Trends (2014). <http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/4102.0main+features102014> accessed online 26 April 2018.
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PAPER TWO:

Benchmarking Australian cities against the world
We used an ‘outside-in’ analysis
to compare Australia’s largest five
cities with five baskets of prominent
cities in high performing regions
around the world, drawing on more
than 300 global benchmarks and
other comparative city data. This
enabled us not just to observe the
performance of individual Australian

Understanding the weaknesses
and strengths of Australian cities
against comparable cities is key
to identifying the tools needed
to manage the rapid and longterm cycle of urban growth and
economic change.

FIGURE 2 Benchmarking
Australian cities against
international competitors
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COPENHAGEN

cities, but also to see how Australian
cities perform as a system against
other systems of cities. This helps
us to identify common strengths
and weaknesses of Australian cities
in a comparative context, revealing
advantages and disadvantages of the
way Australian cities are organised.
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Growing fast, but not
global outliers

FIGURE 3 Average annual population growth per capita,
2000-2016 (l) and up to 2016-2050 (r)

Looking ahead to the next 30 years,
Australia’s big cities are set to continue
growing at a rapid pace, well above the
OECD average. While most OECD cities
are likely to experience slight slowdowns
in the absolute levels of population
growth, Australian cities are forecast to
increase population year-on-year. In a
context where nearly all high-income
cities are grappling with unanticipated
city population growth and reurbanisation challenges, Australia’s
cities feel these pressures more keenly
than most.
However, there are many cities in
North America growing as quickly as
Australia’s big five cities, and Canada’s
big five has a similar population growth
profile. This means that there are
opportunities to compare approaches
and learn about the adjustments, tools
and reforms being adopted elsewhere.

PHOENIX
HAMBURG

BERLIN

PERTH
ADELAIDE

BRISBANE
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE

FRANKFURT

STUTTGART
MUNICH

This study deliberately shied
away from comparisons with
the ‘usual suspects’ – the global
mega-cities that operate on a
completely different scale. Nor
were low-growth cities chosen
as they have little bearing on the
Australian situation.
Instead five groups of cities relevant
to Australia were chosen. These
cities are all experiencing significant
population growth and economic
change and offer important insights
for Australia.
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The benchmark groups of cities are:
++ C
 anada’s largest cities – Toronto,
Montreal, Vancouver, Calgary
and Edmonton
++ S
 candinavia’s largest cities –
Stockholm, Helsinki, Copenhagen,
Oslo and Gothenburg
++ G
 ermany’s largest cities – Berlin,
Hamburg, Munich, Frankfurt
and Stuttgart
++ S
 outhwest USA’s leading cities
– Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Phoenix, San Diego and Las Vegas
++ F
 ive cities that comprise ‘smart
Asia’ – Singapore, Hong Kong,
Taipei, Kuala Lumpur and Fukuoka.

Australian cities existing within a
dynamic global context in which
hundreds of other cities are
adjusting to compete for services,
trade, talent, investment, students,
visitors, institutions, events and
other contested activity.
Australia’s cities need to compete
not just on the attributes that have
made them successful in the past,
but increasingly on the things that
will define future success in the new
metropolitan century.

Australia’s
big cities
are set to
continue
growing at
a rapid pace,
well above the
OECD average
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A brand that is
better than
the product

Underperformance in areas
global benchmarks
increasingly measure
On the one hand, the strong
perception of Australia’s cities by
global audiences is a big advantage,
as it drives the decisions of visitors,
investors, entrepreneurs and future
residents. On the other hand, the
discrepancy between perception
and on-the-ground performance is a
risk if Australia’s cities fail to live up
to their brand promise. If the deficits
and weaknesses of Australian cities are
‘found-out’ in the global mindset, their
appeal to future generations could be
eroded over time.

FIGURE 4 Australian standing in performance
versus perception measures

FIGURE 5 Collective performance
of Australia’s big five cities
versus aggregate scores
of benchmark countries
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Figure five demonstrates that Australia’s
big five cities benchmark below the
average of similar cities in areas such
as density and proximity, growth
management and coordination, public
transport and efficiency and Housing
mix and affordability.
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Australia’s challenge is to meet the
expectations of an aspiring urban
population, to shape urban population
growth and to host metropolitan
economic transition. As this challenge
becomes more acute, the global
judgement about Australian cities
is likely to be based more on the

D
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quality of governance, policy impact,
investments and interventions, than
it is about tourism, lifestyle legacy, or
consumption opportunity.

time, this will place them under more
scrutiny, especially from mobile talent
and businesses.

Australia’s brand advantage gives its
cities the benefit of the doubt for now,
but global benchmarks increasingly
measure issues in which Australian
cities underperform. Factors such as
effective land use, density, vibrancy,
innovation, costs for young people,
carbon efficiency, quality of place,
economic resilience and the future of
jobs are what the world increasingly
measures. Australian cities typically
perform less well in these areas. Over

O

Australia’s cities perform noticeably
better in benchmarks when a
perception component is included.
When a survey of attitudes of
executives, local staff or audiences
are a large part of a global study, the
average position of Australia’s is 28th.
However, in purely performance-led
benchmarks, the average position of
the five Australian cities is 40th out of
100 top cities. This ‘perception jump’
is much higher for Australian cities
than that found for cities in Canada,
Germany, Japan, USA or Scandinavia.
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++ H
 igher education strengths.
A major competitive advantage of
Australia’s cities is the size, quality
and internationalisation of their higher
education economy. This drives talent,
specialisation and investment, and
serves the knowledge economy.
++ P
 owerful liveability and brand.
Australia’s cities maintain high
standards of health, education and
natural environment. Their low density
means Australian big five are currently
well below the average pollution rate
among peers.

In many respects, Australian cities
benefitted from their inherited assets
of location, climate, nature and positive
national brand appeal associated
with lifestyle. The first cycle of global
benchmarks and indexes mostly
measured these urban issues where
Australian cities do well or have deep
inherited advantages.

CHANGE IN RANK

++ F
 oreign investment finances growth
and development.
Since the global financial crisis, Sydney,
Perth and Melbourne all feature among
the top 15 cities for foreign direct
investment per capita among more than
120 top cities.13

RANK 2012-2015

++ J obs growth and improved global
economic reach despite intensifying
competition.
All five of Australia’s largest cities are
among the 250 largest in the world by
economic output, and three are among
the top 100. Despite strong international
competition Australia’s cities hold
their own.

RANK 2015-2017

The benchmarks confirm several key
strengths of Australia’s big cities:

CITY

In addition to our the comparison
against the five baskets of cities,
Australian cities’ performance was
evaluated across 300-plus benchmarks
versus the world’s 100 most important
global economic centres. This reflects
performance across all areas – not
only growth dynamics but also factors
of quality, brand, infrastructure,
connectivity, human capital and
much more.

TABLE 1 Summary of relative performance
of 100 largest and most globalised cities,
across all comparative benchmarks
RANK 2012-2017

Australian cities’ strengths

1

LONDON

1

1

0

2

SINGAPORE

=2

2

0

3

PARIS

=2

4

+2

4

NEW YORK

5

3

-2

12

STOCKHOLM

=12

8

-4

=13

COPENHAGEN

=12

15

+3

=13

SYDNEY

14

14

0

=13

SAN FRANCISCO

15

13

-2

16

HONG KONG

=23

5

-18

19

FRANKFURT

=23

17

-6

=20

VANCOUVER

=17

24

+7

=20

MELBOURNE

22

23

+1

=20

BARCELONA

17

27

+10

23

GENEVA

=17

=34

+17

=37

BRUSSELS

37

40

+3

39

MIAMI

39

37

-2

40

BRISBANE

36

56

+20

41

HOUSTON

44

33

-11

42

PHILADELPHIA

=42

=41

-1

52

ROME

54

53

-1

=53

PORTLAND

52

59

+7

=53

ADELAIDE

45

69

+24

=53

BUDAPEST

56

=47

-9

56

ABU DHABI

51

64

-11

57

DENVER

57

51

-6

58

PERTH

59

=47

-12

59

MINNEAPOLIS

60

=47

-13

60

WARSAW

58

55

-3

Despite
strong
international
competition
Australia’s cities
hold their own

Australian cities’ weaknesses
Australian cities perform poorly in several key areas critical
to success in the metropolitan century, including:

There are four key areas of weakness that particularly
stand out:

++ S
 maller size of their knowledge intensive and export
intensive sectors, and larger mining, oil and gas, construction
and real estate industries

++ Transport congestion, high journey distances and low speeds

++ Lack of data connectivity

++ Infrastructure investment ‘catch-up’ agenda and time lag

++ Limited size and scale of the innovation system
++ Small scale of global connectivity and destination power.

Transport and infrastructure deficits worsen
congestion

++ Governance fragmentation and limited institutional capacity or
tools for metropolitan development
++ Limited institutions at a metropolitan scale to manage growth.

These are discussed in more detail further in this chapter.

FIGURE 6 Average public transport commuting distances and
commuting times of Australia’s big five cities versus large cities of
eight other OECD nations

Australian cities are behind their counterparts due to:
++ Higher than average congestion
++ Lower than average public transport coverage
++ Growing commute distances
++ Lengthening commute times and journey times
++ Low digital and internet speeds
++ High carbon intensity of infrastructure systems
++ R
 elatively low density urban forms leading to lower public
transport suitability.

Recent data suggests the average commuting distance in
Australia’s cities is second only to cities in the United States
and is around twice that in many Western European cities.
Similarly, the average commute time is well above cities in
European countries, although lower than in many North
American cities.
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13. Trujillo, J. L. & Parilla, J. (2016). Redefining Global Cities. The Brookings Institution. <https://www.brookings.edu/research/redefining-global-cities/> accessed 26 April 2018.
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Most of Australia’s
big cities suffer
from major local
governance
fragmentation

Worsening traffic congestion is
another reason why Australian
cities perform weakly in transport
measures. Congestion in Australian
cities, relative to their population size,
is higher than in similar cities around
the world, and has been
rising steadily.
TABLE 2 Global congestion ranking in Australia’s big five cities compared
to metropolitan areas of similar population and economic size

CITIES OF 2M OR BELOW

CITIES OF 2.1–3.5M

CITIES OF 3.5–5M

CITIES OF 5M–7M

This means that Australian city governments are often not able to
lead their regions in the same way that they do in many other OECD
countries, and there is a higher dependence on state governments
to produce metropolitan governance solutions. However, state
governments do not yet have a strong historic track record of
prioritising integrated metropolitan area management.
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FIGURE 7 Density of built-up areas
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One of the major contributors to
relatively long commute times in
Australian cities is the very low
densities compared to global peers.
Four of Australia’s five largest cities
have among the lowest density
built up areas relative to their peers
and compare with sprawling North
American cities such Las Vegas and
Phoenix (see Figure 7).

Most of Australia’s big cities suffer from major local governance
fragmentation. Only Brisbane, with a city government that merged
in 1925, has a core city government that compares with the
international norm.

FIGURE 8 Size of core city versus metropolitan area (in population)
of Australia’s big five cities and global peers

51

Low densities contribute
to congestion

Governance fragmentation and limited institutional
capacity for metropolitan development
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Infrastructure investment ‘catch-up’ agenda

Limited institutions to manage growth

The cost recovery of Australia’s urban public transport systems
is low in comparison to global cities. This is partly because the
cost of providing transport services to far-flung low-density
areas is much greater and cost recovery is often less than half
that of more densified metropolitan centres.14

Australian cities are not yet equipped with the governing
institutions at the metropolitan scale to manage their
growth, despite promising new initiatives of capable state
governments that are targeting more integrated plans,
policies and governance reforms. The data confirms that
Australia’s big five cities are behind in terms of affordability,
land use efficiency, urban amenities, transport congestion,
long journey distances, digital connectivity, high-level talent
and innovation system.
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FIGURE 9 Cost recovery for public transport across global cities

Sources: LEK Consulting, 2015; SGS; Auditor General for British Columbia;
San Francisco data refers to an average of BART, Caltrain, and the SFMTA.

Most Australian state governments have been pursuing an
infrastructure investment ‘catch-up’. While some may have
reached the limits of their financial capacity, the investment
cycle will need to continue for several decades to keep pace
with growth. Therefore, it is especially important that they
embrace new means to source capital such as asset recycling,
PPPs, joint ventures with investors, and other forms of
structured finance.
Australia faces declining capacity of government budgets and
balance sheets to fund new infrastructure. However, unlike
many other countries, a clear position has not been identified
to grow funding capacity, maximise proceeds from leasing
or selling assets, improve cost and risk sharing between the
public and private sectors and different tiers of government,
use value capture and recycling tools, or build coordination
through a new federal and state funding agreement.

Australian cities have fragmented local governments
and relatively limited institutional capacity or tools for
metropolitan development. Australian cities are caught in
a clash between a previous low public-investment model of
urbanisation that supported cities with smaller populations
and less urbanised economies, and a new alternative model
of high vibrancy and high amenity cities that can support
new industries and talent.
Many of these deficits are not yet recognised and recorded
by global audiences or tracked by high-profile city
benchmark studies. But this is changing as a new generation
of benchmarks observe measures and indicators where
Australian cities have deficits. The scorecards are starting
to reveal weaknesses – from low density to high costs
for young people, and from carbon inefficiency to weak
innovation systems. Over the next few years, we can expect
much wider reporting of these challenges. As this happens,
Australian cities will be increasingly exposed to international
scrutiny with consequences for investment, tourism, talent
retention and wider appeal.
The success model of the past is increasingly unlikely
to work for the future. Australia needs to embrace a
stronger set of tools for managing its cities.

14. Australian Government Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics
(BITRE) (2014). ‘Urban public transport: updated trends’. <https://bitre.gov.au/
publications/2014/files/is_059.pdf> accessed 26 April 2018

PAPER THREE:

Learning from international
case studies
Cities outside of Australia are facing similar and
comparable pressures and have used these
opportunities to equip themselves more fully
with the tools and investment to manage the
metropolitan century. The case studies presented
here reveal that Australian cities have been behind
the global curve and have not built a toolbox
of policies and tools commensurate with the
challenges they face.
What can we learn from international cities
that are successfully tackling the issues that
Australia faces?
Around the world, other cities, regions and
nations, and private, civic and philanthropic sector
leadership groups, have been building their own
tools and approaches to help successfully manage
metropolitan growth, and make the shift towards
better placemaking, long-term stable investment
in infrastructure, and more capable systems
of planning.
Twelve successful examples have been selected
to demonstrate the use of these tools. These
case studies highlight that Australian cities have
relatively few tools and a low level of financial
and operational innovation. This seems to reflect
Australians’ low confidence in the outcomes
of previous tools, combined with a historically
weak level of bi-partisan cooperation between
tiers of governments led by different political
parties. In contrast, other nations recognise that
solutions to urban and metropolitan problems
require 20-30-year interventions and therefore
need to be the products of bi-lateral and nonpartisan endeavours.
Perhaps the single most important observation
from these international case studies is that
long-term bi-partisan cooperation on city
development is producing pragmatic reforms
and innovations. This kind of cooperation is
largely absent in Australia.
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High population
growth cities
adopt new growth
management systems,
transport, housing and
land uses
Many rapidly growing cities are breaking
with old growth management models and
adopting new ‘good growth’ management
systems that emphasise public transport,
housing, densification and compact
poly-centric metropolitan cities.

++ F
 ormal collaboration between industry, academia,
government and citizens developed a strategic growth
vision to increase global competitiveness through
innovation

++ B
 old city leadership to sell the benefits
of densification, alert to the risks of the
status quo

++ F
 ocus on making density appealing through better
placemaking, reconnecting urban cores and increasing
accessibility.

++ N
 ew legislation and financial tools that
promote good density

Creating Great Australian Cities

Stockholm’s experience demonstrates how second
CBDs can be activated through comprehensive
planning of amenities, and demonstration projects
that reintroduce medium-density living for families
and older populations.

++ T
 wo cycles of city-level leadership and initiatives
provided incentives and support for start-ups and new
businesses, particularly for overseas investors

++ D
 eep citizen engagement on the future
growth model of the city
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Fukuoka shows how a city can benefit from formal
cross sector collaboration to develop a metropolitan
strategy geared around densified urban sub-centres,
incentives and support for entrepreneurs.

++ N
 ational designation of Fukuoka as a strategic special
zone to kickstart business activity through deregulation
of height restrictions

Calgary’s example demonstrates
how new political consensus focused
on densification and compact
development can deliver dividends.

++ P
 olicy incentives to diversify the economic
base geared around technology, tourism
and entrepreneurship.

Stockholm

++ S
 trong city and metropolitan-level commitment to
leveraging regional assets and position Fukuoka as a
diversified business hub and to attract entrepreneurs

Calgary

++ M
 ulti-level government investment in
transport to drive densification in 10
locations, partly funded by a carbon levy

Fukuoka

++ S
 uccessful activation of a major sub-centre along the
corridor to the out-of-town international airport
++ A
 commitment among local governments in the region
to share responsibility for the housing challenge to
manage population growth
++ M
 ultiple cycles of regional planning in coordination with
other systems and services to ensure suburbs have more
variety and amenity
++ A
 djustment from an eight sub-centre approach to a
concentration of efforts in three or four centres
++ C
 oncurrent demonstration projects that reintroduce
families and older people to medium-density innercity living.

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Bold city leadership is needed to sell the
benefits of diversification and new urban
forms underpinned by transport investment.

The strategic direction provided by a public-private
and multi-sector alliance creates the impetus for
projects that support medium density development
and high quality placemaking.

A high-quality well-evidenced planning process
helps local governments and other institutions
understand how a region can prepare for
growth and international opportunity, and how
infrastructure and housing must adapt.
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Regions, states and
provinces are shifting
towards strategic
growth management

Greater Toronto
The province of Ontario has
combined a strong regional
plan for Toronto with a regional
transportation authority and vehicles
for multi-government co-investment
and co-development, helping
Toronto to densify in key nodes in a
more managed way.

Cities and metro areas are benefiting
from higher-tier state and provincial
governments that are developing a more
strategic growth management agenda.

++ S
 trong focus on strategic growth
management embedded in provincial
level growth legislation
++ R
 egional transportation authority has
extended its powers over the past 10
years, from implementing transport
plans to becoming an owner and
provider of transport itself.
++ S
 trong input from civic and
business sectors to drive regional
reform efforts, build consensus
and gather feedback from citizens
and stakeholders
++ E
 stablished multi-level development
corporations with three tiers of
government to combine expertise
and resources and insulate plans from
changing priorities of political leaders.

Penang region
Malaysia’s second city region has seen its
government take a lead in the absence of support
from national government to build a multi-cycle
development strategy backed by pro-density
regulations and innovation in terms of funding and
land use.

Lesson for
Australian cities
Regional civic
leadership is key to
driving reforms by
highlighting emerging
risks, building
consensus and seeking
regular feedback from
citizens and other
stakeholders.

++ P
 roactive, entrepreneurial and transparent state
government with a 20-year record of innovative policymaking, strategic liaison and development planning
++ T
 hree phase delivery of development strategy to enable
demonstration effects, enhance credibility and to
provide fast results for investors and infrastructure

Lesson for
Australian cities
Housing affordability
can be effectively
pursued by promoting
density in strategic
locations, especially
when aligning with
economic strategy and
closely observing best
international practice.
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++ R
 esponded to lack of federal funding by turning to the
private sector and leveraging its existing land assets,
while forming durable civic networks for collaboration
and knowledge transfer
++ H
 ousing affordability has been pursued by loosening
density regulations and partnerships with best practice
in Singapore.
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National
initiatives
are making a
difference to
growing metros
Collaboration and cooperation at the
national level can accelerate development
and transform entire economies.

++ O
 ver time some MPOs have become very
influential, as part of a regional council of
governments – e.g. San Diego, Seattle
++ O
 ver time many have gained mandates
to shape economic development, public
health, climate change and other issues of
regional significance.
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In China, national government is helping to cofinance transport between neighbouring cities in
large multi-city regions, and is creating incentives to
reduce inter-city competition and ensure the regions
grow efficiently together.

An innovative model of metropolitan government
that does not add an additional governmental tier or
abolish existing local government, but is delivering
steady improvements in how city regions are
planned, spatially developed and invested.

++ N
 ational government has simultaneously adopted
new governance mechanisms, better planning
ordinance to protect land, and spatial policy zones to
enhance coordination

An example where federal
government legislation and
cooperation incentives have enabled
states and local governments to
work together on common longterm issues and ultimately build
comprehensive metropolitan plans.

++ Introduced requirement for continuing,
cooperative and comprehensive planning in
metropolitan areas

UK combined authorities

++ N
 ational government has recognised the negative
social and environmental effects of inter-city
competition and has created a series of regulations and
incentives for neighbouring cities to collaborate as an
integrated region

Metropolitan planning
organisations, USA

++ F
 ederal Acts made metropolitan-level
transportation assistance conditional
on existence of a metropolitan planning
organisation (MPO), while later Acts
devolved additional powers for broader
regional planning

Chinese mega regions

++ C
 ollaboration between cities has started with transport
links, science and technology development, energy
and environmental protection, before moving towards
comprehensive management and joint competitiveness
++ C
 hina’s experience has relevance for Australia’s
emerging multi city-regions, such as Sydney-NewcastleWollongong and Brisbane-Sunshine Coast-Gold Coast.

++ C
 ombined authorities offer coherent metropolitan
government without the need for a second tier and
without abolishing or consolidating local government
++ P
 resents new opportunities for metropolitan-level
intervention in key policy areas including transport,
spatial planning, housing and skills
++ N
 ational level legislation is key to creation and evolution
– additional powers devolved to combined authorities
with passing of new Acts, as well as customised
City Deals
++ F
 irst example created seven years ago, but with
evidence of success there are now there are eight
combined authorities in the UK.

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Federal interventions can accelerate the
development of metropolitan institutions,
usually through a combination of incentives,
co-ordination, public advocacy and pilot
initiatives. These organisations work well
when they develop functional competence,
communication and engagement skills, and
build alliances and broker partnerships.

Coordinated development of a multi-city region
usually requires a transport catalyst, some additional
governance mechanisms, and improved planning and
spatial policy. A robust evidence base is especially
important to persuade secondary and smaller cities of
the benefits of this partnership approach.

A similar model could work well in Australia,
especially in metropolitan areas with a tradition of
local collaboration. Personal relationships between
representatives of local governments involved are
usually crucial and working relationships must cross
both geographical and party lines.
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Private and civic leadership
influences how cities, regions
and individual locations are
led and managed

Major corporates, small business,
philanthropy and citizens are all
successfully becoming more involved in
the long-term planning of some of the
world’s leading regions.

Regional Planning Association,
New York

Placemaking and area management:
business improvement districts (BIDs)

Crossrail, London

Economic diversification
in metro Miami

An example of a long-term civic-led regional plan
that builds credibility and influence through its expert
leadership and uses the power of big ideas to attract
public and political support.

Cities such as Toronto, Cape Town and Penang have found
BIDs offer a flexible way to improve the way CBDs, high
streets, larger districts and innovation precincts are financed,
managed, branded and enhanced through placemaking.

One of a new generation of major infrastructure
projects that involve a much wider range of funding
sources where those who benefit pay, including
value capture.

An example where business developers, landowners
and philanthropic foundations have led a long-term
citywide program of diversification from low value
tourism into art, culture and pan-American trade.

++ O
 nce-in-a-generation regional plans set a high global standard
for metropolitan civic planning and case-making

++ B
 IDs and other similar place management tools help many
cities in different governance systems to improve the finance
and management of strategic locations in a city region through
business participation

++ Innovative financing arrangements involve a wide set of
contributions from government, business and taxpayers

++ B
 usiness and city leadership worked together on a long-term
program of diversification from tourism to seven globally traded
sectors, underpinned by a community-wide dialogue around the
future growth options and sustainability imperative for Miami

++ S
 uccessful districts become self-organising and resourcing, as
members start to see material benefits
++ B
 ID tools are very flexible, spanning big capital operations or
small-scale safety and cleanliness programs, and work well in
densely populated districts with tight boundaries

++ Institutional and governance changes key to success:
establishment of metropolitan authority with scope to expand
funding sources; directly elected mayor to act as champion for
project; and improved advocacy by businesses and business
groups

++ S
 upport from state and community is essential for a successful
BID to flourish.

++ E
 nhanced cost benefit analysis including of agglomeration
effects critical to gaining project support.

++ P
 ersistence, credibility and connections of leadership and
staff is supported by high quality research that take a broader
perspective than political authorities
++ A
 broad base of sectors and leaders on its board is
complemented by sustained and systematic outreach to
business, universities and citizens to share and receive
innovative ideas
++ U
 ses the power of big ideas to attract public and
political support.
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++ H
 as increased confidence in using mixed funding methods to
fund future infrastructure projects

++ L eadership from visionary developers, landowners and
philanthropic foundations established major new events,
anchors and districts that transformed Miami into an art and
culture destination
++ B
 usiness and academic institutions established a talent
development network to match needs with skills and increase
access to internships and apprenticeships
++ B
 usiness and civic engagement was fostered within the context
of stronger regional planning and transport tools for the wider
South East Florida region.

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Lesson for Australian cities

Independence enables challenging questions to
be raised, for well-researched and bold ideas to
be proposed, and for alternative governance, new
financial instruments and innovative technology and
tools to be endorsed.

BIDs can supplement public services. An Australian
version of the BID model may ultimately work well
if the locations become more self-organising and
resourcing, if governments play an enabling role, and if
costs and benefits are monitored so that members are
aware of the value generated.

Reforms that create bankable citywide institutions
and authorities with the ability and appetite to
adopt new financial instruments are an important
part of the funding equation.

Private and civic-led efforts can successfully lead the
transition of an economy by raising awareness about
future growth, concentrate efforts in specific anchors
and districts, match talent needs with skills systems,
establish major new industry events, and provide a
forum for regional debate and action.
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PAPER FOUR:

Creating great Australian cities

Australian cities are globally popular, renowned
for their quality of life and appeal, and considered
great places to visit, study and invest. People want
to live in Australian cities for the combination of
lifestyle and economic opportunity.
As this metropolitan century now unfolds,
Australian cities have become increasingly difficult
places to live, work, travel around and gain access
to affordable and good quality homes. This trend
is especially stark when Australia is viewed against
other nations.
The challenge is clear: Australian cities must
match their brand appeal of great lifestyle and
opportunity with systems of management –
investment, coordination and reform – that equip
them for the century ahead.
Australia must adjust the fundamental
assumptions about what and who cities are for
and how they should be stewarded. All the great
cities of the 21st century have been through this
adjustment. It is now Australia’s turn.

What are cities for?

The burning platform

Cities are for people. They act as magnets for
opportunity and prosperity, and they are a lifestyle
choice of an increasing majority of Australians.
Thinking about cities involves not just making
them work today but helping them to be great in
the future for the people and jobs that are yet
to come.

Australia has enjoyed a long economic boom in which
aggregate wealth has increased and external investment
has boomed. It is perhaps easy to see why some people
doubt that there is enough ambition and appetite to look
for the problems that need to be solved. But exceptional
growth and success always reveals new challenges,
underlying weaknesses and fresh horizons. Australian cities
are no different.

Focusing on cities can also achieve wider
public goals. How well cities operate as hubs of
transport, as markets for housing and as centres
for education and culture will have major impacts
on the health, participation and self-confidence
of whole societies. If cities work well as sites of
enterprise, trade, creativity and innovation this
boosts productivity, job creation, wages, profits
and tax revenues for all tiers of government.
Addressing the growth pains of Australian cities
is not just an agenda for urbanists, metropolitan
elites or city planners. This should be a national
project that touches every aspect of Australian
public life. It provides a basis for meeting multiple
goals by making these key population centres work
well for all.

There are at least seven reasons to pursue profound
changes and reforms that will better equip Australian cities
for the remaining 80 years of this metropolitan century:

01

The consequence of coordination and policy failures
have not addressed the need for population growth
to be sequenced with infrastructure, housing supply
and services.

02

 ustralia’s metropolitan areas are not yet wellA
run and are vulnerable to shocks

The Australian institutional framework does not
easily produce the collaborative governance or
metropolitan management systems that are required,
or that are capable of optimising the contribution of the
private sector.

03

Thinking about cities involves
not just making them work today
but helping them to be great in
the future for the people and
jobs that are yet to come.

 ustralia is accidentally now pursuing a low
A
amenity and low liveability model

 he housing affordability crisis is corrupting the
T
Australian dream

Unaffordability has become more severe more quickly
than in many other nations with similar assets to Australia,
and Australian governments have failed to anticipate that
housing and jobs must be sequenced together in the same
metropolitan areas.

04

Australian cities need to host economies
that retain top talent

Clustered jobs, high amenity lifestyles and access are
only achieved through density. Despite the Australian
educational system being of the best in the world,
Australia is losing talent and skills.

05

Dependency ratios are rising in Australia

The combination of increased life expectancy and steady
birth rates is producing a higher dependency ratio, and
the number of people over 65 per 100 working age people
(20-64 years) will rise from 25 today to 41 by 2050.15 This
requires action.

06

The customers are becoming competitive

Customers throughout South East Asia may drive growth
in the Australian economy currently, but they will also
become competitors – whether in higher education, health
care, tourism or other sectors.

07

 he risk of the myth of the next
T
commodities cycle

There is confidence in many parts of Australia that a new
commodities cycle will shortly begin, and Australia is
poised to once again enjoy the fruits of such a boom. But
Australia is not yet optimising its role in commodities value
chains and may find that commodities booms increasingly
create the highest value jobs in other countries.
Australia can no longer afford its cities to be stuck in a
low-planning, low-coordination, low-investment, lowreturn equilibrium. It is apparent that relative to other
leading nations grappling with the same megatrends,
the possible game-changing disruptors, and the
process of urbanisation, that Australia experiences a
distinctive political context that produces challenging
governance deficits.

15. OECD (2017). ‘Old Age Dependency Ratio’, <https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/pension_glance-2017-22-en.pdf>, accessed 8 May 2018.
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Building the toolbox for Australia’s cities
Australia’s cities need new urban and metropolitan forms,
enhanced governance and precision tools if they are to work.
Figure 10 highlights the ten essential features that all cities
need if they are to make the most of this unique phase of
urban growth and change.
FIGURE 10 Principles to manage Australian cities’ growth

What’s needed for Australian cities
Foundations

The political context

The governance implications

++ H
 igh dependence on, and expectations
of, governmental action to resolve
major development challenges complex
and long-term nature, often leading to
disappointment when short term policies
do not succeed.

++ W
 eak co-governance arrangements
for investment decisions. Other federal
systems present different policy
priorities at each tier but overcome
through negotiation in other countries.

++ H
 ighly partisan politics makes it harder
to solve urban challenges.
++ U
 nstable political coalitions and
marginal issues preoccupy governments
with limited scope for long-term strategic
thinking.
++ F
 ederal government historically
has had a limited role in major
population settlements.
++ D
 isempowered local governments with
few incentives to promote growth and
pool risks and resources for the greater
good.
++ L
 imited public-private collaboration
and an equilibrium of low trust, low
partnership and low investment.
++ H
 istorically lower and public confidence
in large infrastructure PPPs, as some
have run over budget over the past 15
years, partly because of weak appraisal
and the politicisation of project selection.
++ R
 ural votes have greater influence, in
some cases, over election outcomes than
urban votes, discouraging politicians from
adopting strong pro-urban agendas.
++ L
 imited public education of flows,
inter-dependencies, complementarities,
and a presumption that all locational
investment decisions are zero sum.
++ H
 igh public debt and low public
investment, with a strong aversion
to increasing public debt to fund
productivity enhancing infrastructure.
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++ H
 igh levels of local government
fragmentation lead to incoherent local
planning policies with state governments
needing to invent ‘overlay’ solutions to
address it.
++ T
 he absence of strong incentives or
obligations for local governments to
collaborate at metropolitan or regional
scales or to accept, service or optimise
population growth.

‘Whole city’
governance,
leadership, vision
and storytelling

Strategic planning
that integrates
all priorities and
departments

A national
framework that
actively shapes
urbanisation to
achieve long-term
national goals

Long-lasting
agreements, deals
and partnerships
between
different levels
of government

Civic leadership
that is proactive
and thinks
ahead, citizen
engagement,
and more
experimentation

Use of public land,
anchors and assets
to achieve strategic
goals

Planning systems
that are more
adaptive and data
led in order to
optimise impact
of infrastructure
investment

A high quality of
placemaking, place
management and
tactical urbanism

Masterplanning
and pooled public
budgets for whole
neighbourhoods
and areas

Mechanisms
A consistently
high rate of
Infrastructure
investment
and ongioing
innovation
to finance
infrastructure

++ Inefficient metropolitan systems
integration and management in relation
to densification, transport, housing and
land uses.

Foundations

Mechanisms

++ L
 ow capture of infrastructure
value and risk of failing to optimise
infrastructure investment due to weak
land use reforms.

++ ‘ Whole city’ governance, leadership, vision, and story-telling
are essential in order to organise growth and capture public
imagination about the story of change and journey towards a
high amenity medium density metropolitan future.

++ O
 ver reliance on road building
and limited exploration of demand
management mechanisms for car use.

++ S
 trategic planning that integrates all priorities and
departments overcomes the risk of siloed approaches and helps
to ensure that public investment is used most efficiently.

++ A
 consistent high rate of infrastructure investment and
infrastructure finance innovation is what ensures that cities can
continue to catch up with inherited deficits and do not fall further
behind. It is necessary to develop a broader range of sources and
mechanisms to pay for much needed infrastructure. This should
increase and sustain the scale of investment and value for money.

++ V
 ery high politicisation of infrastructure
decision making, with apparent and
generally accepted high levels of
infrastructure investment used to bonus
specific jurisdictions.

++ A
 national framework that actively shapes urbanisation to
achieve long-term national goals is key to recognising that
great cities will contribute to a wide range of public aims such
as liveability, resilience, health, innovation, culture, welfare,
education, safety, and a sense of belonging.

++ O
 nly loosely formulated national
framework for urbanisation.

++ L
 ong lasting agreements, deals and partnerships between
different levels of government enable policy and investment
to be sustained over multiple political cycles, and provide more
certainty that gives the private sector confidence to invest and
to innovate.

++ L
 ow innovation in terms of urban
management, place management,
public-private partnerships,
demonstration projects and pilots.
++ L
 ow expectations of business and civic
leadership to urban and metropolitan
governance and overly high reliance on
government and policy solutions.

++ F
 ar-sighted civic leadership, improved citizen engagement
and more experimentation are critical to ensure that there
is a positive psychology around processes of city change and
densification, and that solutions are geared around what is
proven to work.

++ U
 se of public land, anchors and assets to strategic goals
allows cities to unlock new areas of opportunity, catalyse new
development processes, and adjust to new economic and
social trends.
++ P
 lanning systems that are more adaptive to optimise impact
of infrastructure investment will help cities to promote and
deliver optimal change in the most agile and transparent
way, using data effectively, and to capture the full value of
infrastructure investment.
++ A
 high quality of placemaking, place management and
tactical urbanism help to make compelling precincts that are fit
for purpose for the innovation and experience economies, and
a wider group of city neighbourhoods and districts attractive
to residents, consumers and innovators, and boost the overall
liveability of a city.
++ M
 aster-planning and pooled public budgets for
neighbourhoods and areas allows cities to plan and spend
for a ‘total place’ rather than in single and fragmented actions,
to design services and infrastructure to fit the real needs of
the community.
Creating Great Australian Cities
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A refreshed policy toolbox

Build momentum to expand
and deepen promising
current developments

Based on these principles and the findings in the
earlier papers, Australian cities can develop a
policy toolbox to better prepare their cities for the
metropolitan century. In some recommendations
Australian cities need to build momentum to expand
and deepen recently introduced tools. In others,
Australian cities will need to foster new innovations
to fully equip themselves.

Integrate strategic metropolitan
planning for Australia’s fastest
growing cities

Make City Deals
permanent

Build the evidence base
and make a business
case for cities and
infrastructure
Inform discussions about Australian cities through the
systematic collection of evidence and analysis

Distinctive forms of evidence building and case making
are required now:

Support the City Deal program

The National Cities Performance Framework and
Infrastructure Australia’s work are encouraging, but more
work is needed to optimise investment decisions and
build credible metropolitan planning.

++ Metropolitan areas: Develop and communicate the
interdependence of economic and population change to
understand functionality and planning.

City Deals should continue to be
strengthened to improve their
effectiveness.

In addition to improving data on housing, environment
and social patterns, improved spatial economic data
would reveal the interdependencies between Australia’s
cities, between the cities and their regions, and make the
case for new kinds of investment.

++ H
 igh-amenity/medium density cities: Develop compelling
case studies of good density to build the business case for
densification.
++ H
 ousing: Assess the local distinctiveness of housing markets
to identify fine-grain intelligence and effective interventions.
++ Innovation economy: Foster innovative environments, not
just innovative precincts. Build a robust strategy based on a
clear evidential assessment.
++ P
 owerhouses and corridors: Systematically assess the
combined scale and scope of otherwise separated cities and
metropolitan areas.
++ P
 recincts and districts: Leverage the global knowledge
base to understand city performance and boost
effectiveness.
++ A
 ustralian system of cities: Leverage big data to provide
new perspectives and better inform decisions about rapid
growth management.
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Provide
metropolitan
leadership, governance
and planning
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Expanding this program to
embrace all four of the large
metropolitan areas – Greater
Sydney, metropolitan Melbourne,
metropolitan Perth and South
East Queensland – would provide
durable multi-level governance,
longer-term investment
agreements supported by all
three tiers of government, and
robust performance management
measures.
City Deals can rectify bi-partisan
and multi-level governance
deficits and accelerate strategic
planning, co-investment and
governance reforms.

Local planning policies and
controls must align with strategic
metropolitan plans. Strategies
ensure delivery agencies
can facilitate renewal and
regeneration in priority locations,
and have the support of the
Commonwealth government.

Strike infrastructure
and growth
compacts
Bring together local government
and multiple departments
of state government to
create a co-investment
infrastructure program
A new inter-departmentalism
could simultaneously deliver new
housing alongside transport,
schools, clinics, libraries,
shops and public spaces, while
rebuilding public confidence
and political capital in a ‘good
growth’ model.

Create
integrated
transport
authorities
Integrate transport authorities with
combined budgets
Metropolitan areas with a single
mobility strategy are more likely to
secure cross-financing investment,
manage demand, increase overall
network capacity, and optimise
the development benefits of
infrastructure investment.

Establish precinct
partnerships
and management
Adopt ‘whole place’
management tools
A new Australian model must
recognise co-investment and joint
management mechanisms, such
as business or city improvement
districts, to ensure precincts
benefit from orchestrated
placemaking and place
management systems.
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Foster new innovations and tools
Bring together
new local
government
combinations

Undertake
reforms in the
housing market

Persist with municipal reforms,
alternatively devise an Australian
version of the ‘combined
authorities’ model

Address housing supply to
create higher amenity cities
with multiple centres and
increased density

Less fragmented metropolitan
areas are more able to improve
productivity and manage growth.

Commonwealth, state and
local government collaboration
would support policy reform and
delivery, and address housing
supply in combination with
transport, social infrastructure
and placemaking.

Enhance
infrastructure
funding and
finance

Explore alternative sources
of investment capital to fund
infrastructure deficits
Alternative sources of investment
capital include:
++ G
 reater participation of the
Australian Government in
longer-term joint ventures
with state governments
++ A
 preferred longer-term value
capture model (such as tax
increment financing) that is not
simply another layer of taxation
++ W
 ider opportunities for
institutional participation in
infrastructure financing
++ E
 xpand the use of asset
recycling at state and federal
levels to create funds for
new infrastructure.
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Drive the
metropolitan
and innovation
economy

Foster compelling
public leadership,
wider civic
engagement and
proactive business

Develop clearer economic and
innovation strategies

Develop partnerships between
private sector businesses

Two inter-related actions
are needed:

International initiatives that could
be adopted include:

++ D
 evelop metropolitan arealevel economic strategies that
support activities within a
broader framework.

++ P
 ublic land partnerships where
Commonwealth, state and
local government land, and
land owned by other public
bodies, are pooled to create a
development portfolio

++ D
 evelop innovation strategies
that identify key assets with
global competitive potential
and orchestrate an innovation
eco-system, provide guidance
on enterprise models, location
development strategies, and
business climate requirements.

++ C
 ity Deals could bring in
non-governmental actors
such as major institutions and
land owners

Connect
Australia’s
powerhouses

Investigate the opportunity to
link dominant metropolitan areas
with nearby neighbours
Using growth corridors and
networks can better connect
places of different sizes and avoid
excessive sprawl and congestion
in larger cities. This can trigger a
more advanced approach to city
collaboration and specialisation
to compete globally and
provide richer set of choices
for Australians.

++ P
 lace-based partnerships akin to
business improvements districts
could be implemented.
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A FINAL WORD
The scale of demand for Australian cities is at all timehigh. People, investors, visitors and businesses want
the opportunities, lifestyle and promise of having the
Australian dream in the metropolitan city.
For the past few decades, metropolitan growth has
been accelerating in Australia’s largest cities and that
growth has quickly surpassed the settled transport,
housing and land use systems of the previous cycle.
There is no scenario, baring a national disaster, in
which Australia’s great cities do not continue to grow,
as will the other great cities of the world.
Getting in front of metropolitan growth challenges
requires renewed leadership. That leadership must
be willing to invest wisely and consistently, broker
agreements and alliances, and reform the systems
that do not work.
While there are multiple reasons to be optimistic
about what Australian cities can achieve from a simple
demand-side analysis, there are even more reasons to
be concerned about the future of these cities from as
supply-side assessment. Australian cities do not yet
have the same scale of investment and institutional
support as their competitors.
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Three key priorities emerge from this study that
should be the focus of renewed action:
++ M
 etropolitan cities need metropolitan institutions that
integrate transport, enhance housing supply and reform
land uses for future needs
++ M
 etropolitan cities need enhanced and longer-term
infrastructure investment systems with capacity for
continued growth over many decades
++ L
 eadership of the metropolitan city is a team effort
between aligned representatives from different tiers
of government and political parties, working alongside
civic-minded business leaders and engaged citizens. It
requires a reformed political culture.

With these core requirements in place, Australian
cities can evolve into high amenity, multiple centre
metropolises that host high value jobs and businesses
and are supported by systems that generate
ongoing reinvestment.
Seizing these opportunities provides the pathway for
creating great Australian cities.
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